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After seeing the trend of the date, there is no doubt in the fact that the people have no problem in
using tablets or big smartphones if they comprise of great features. The strong demand for the
Samsung Galaxy Note is one of the best instances in this respect. Till date, 5 million handsets have
been shipped. The Samsung Galaxy Note has a wide customer-base in UK. You can get it under
the deals with various network providers which render a lot of offers such as free connection,
cashback offers, reduced or no line rental for some months, some technology items as free gifts and
more.

The Galaxy Note is the handset that comes packed with a plenty of features for the technology-
freaks. It runs on Android platform and you get a fantastic functionality inside it. Connecting internet
is possible through Wi-Fi at the Wi-Fi hotspots. On the other hand, GPRS can do the same at other
places but with support of network service providers. The internet experience can be made more
brilliant with the help of internet apps and features like Google Search, Maps, Gmail, YouTube,
Calendar, Google Talk, Picasa integration, HTML supported browser and Abode Flash.

For keeping your memorable moments alive, you can use the 8 MP camera of the handset with
features like autofocus, LED flash, geo-tagging, touch focus, face and smile detection and image
stabilization. A secondary 2 MP snapper is also available in the handset. Capturing the visuals is
also possible at 1080p @ 24~30 fps. Moreover, you find image/video editor also in this device,
through which you can do funny experiments on pictures and visuals. You can add a large volume
of data in the 16/32 GB internal storage space of the handset. On the other hand, microSD cars slot
is also available to add more storage space up to 32 GB by adding a memory card. The memory
card of 2 GB is rendered to you at the time of purchase of the gadget. The samsung Galaxy Note
comprises of the weight of 178 grams and the dimensions of 146.9 x 83 x 9.7 mm.

There are several more handsets in the market which are giving a strong competition to the Galaxy
Note, as among which Samsung Galaxy S II is one of the perfect examples. But, as a heavyweight
device, it is really doing a fantastic job by obtaining so many orders as mentioned above. It is being
hoped now that some more users will show their interests in the Galaxy Note in the coming days.

Check out the best offer with mobile phone contract @ http://www.mobilephonedealcontracts.co.uk/
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